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Welcome to 2020-21

Message from
the Chair and CEO

Sustainability Victoria (SV) is a trusted delivery agency of the Victorian Government and a market enabler,
we are passionate about creating a future where waste is designed out of the system and products and
materials stay in our economy for as long as possible. We are dedicated to working alongside communities
to create a local, thriving lifestyle, where there are no net carbon emissions, Victorians are healthy and
our economy, strong.
Vision

Purpose

Challenge

A sustainable, thriving
Victoria

Transitioning Victoria to a
circular climate resilient
economy

Net zero emission, circular
economy in Victoria

The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic reshaped expectations
of what would happen in 2020 and it will have a long-reaching
influence on our economy, infrastructure, workplaces and
society. The Victorian Government is planning for this recovery
by giving priority to programs that boost economic activity,
create jobs and restore community connections. The COVID-19
recovery offers opportunity to fast track the transition to a
circular, climate-resilient economy.
SV is a market enabler, driving community action by
supporting the early and late majority to act –elevating
our state-wide impact. Through behavioural insights we
identify gaps and audiences that will benefit most from
easy, affordable action, moving beyond the engaged and
converted audiences.
Through our last strategy, we helped Victoria

This year SV will focus on opportunities that both improve
sustainability and support Victoria to rebuild our economy.
We will invest $20M in Recycling Victoria infrastructure
funding, leveraging a further investment of $60M while
adding 300,000 tonnes of capacity to the sector and generating
200 jobs. We are laying the foundation for system-level and
behaviour change interventions, gathering the research,
data and baseline measures and using that insight to track
Victoria’s transformation.

Vicky Darling,
Acting Chair

› cut 2,038,225 tCO2-e in greenhouse gas emissions
in 2019‑20,
› save 51 million kWh and $34 million dollars of energy
and bills in 2019-20,
› create the capacity in our resource recovery system
to process more than 783,448 tonnes of recycling
› enable the ban e-waste from landfill through funded
infrastructure and behaviour campaigns
› promote the ban on single use plastic bags, through
our ‘bags wallet keys and phone’ campaign
› save our schools a collective $2.8 million in electricity bills
in 2019, and
› improve the winter and summer temperatures of
1487 homes, helping Victorians with chronic health issues
to improve and upgrade their energy efficiency.
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Claire Ferres Miles,
Chief Executive Officer

State wide impact – Our achievements from 2015 to 2020

$55 million

205

Victoria’s households, schools and
businesses saved on their energy bills
through SV programs

668,605t CO2-e

1400

The greenhouse gas abatements achieved through SV
programs

Community facilities upgraded across
22 councils. $815,594 reduction of
energy costs and 3,664t CO2-e annual
greenhouse gas abatement.

Victorian schools engaged through
the ResourceSmart Schools program
to supporting our next generation to
act on climate change.

6000
People and businesses pledged to the
climate change TAKE2 initiative.

1487
34%

Victoria’s vulnerable households
reduced their energy bills through
sustainable housing upgrades

Victorians recognise that climate change
is a significant issue facing Victoria

24,000

Rebates paid to Victorian households
for solar installations through SV’s
designed and delivered Solar Homes
program.

FirstRate5
15%

Victorians engaged through SV online
platforms

SV developed and commercialised Victoria’s most
used energy rating software.

89%

783,448 tonnes
Recycling capacity added through
150 recycling infrastructure projects

120,000 tonnes/year
Commercial use of recycled glass enabled through
new market investment (R&D).

100+

4000

Jobs and opportunities created for
economic growth and regional prosperity

industry and government stakeholder
readers of SV Bulletin on recycling
commodities market intelligence

Stakeholders acknowledge that SV is
relevant to the work their organisations
perform

$100 million
leveraged from private sector into leading edge new
recycling infrastructure

144,551 tonnes
Organic material, SV helped local government,
redirect from landfill.

700,000
Victorians reached by Know Your Recycling campaign
with 2% reduction in recycling contamination.

Premier’s Sustainability Awards
Finalists report increase in revenue, customers, new
partnerships and new business opportunities.
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Our Responsibility

A circular, climateresilient economy

SV operates under the Sustainability Victoria Act 2005 as
a statutory agency of the Victorian State Government in
the Environment and Climate Change portfolio. We report
to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change,
the Hon Lily D’Ambrosio.

SV’s purpose is to achieve a circular, climate resilient economy
in Victoria and meet government targets in recycling and zero
net emissions. Victorians take climate change seriously, with
over 78% believing the issue requires urgent action now, and
9 out of 10 believing State Government needs to take action.
Through the Climate Change Act, the Victorian Government set
a target for zero net emission in 2050. Sustainability Victoria
works with industry and communities to co-design how they
want to live, work, and learn in a net zero emissions future.

We are responsible for delivering the Victorian Recycling
Infrastructure Plan (formerly the Statewide Waste and
Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan), as well initiatives
to deliver the Recycling Victoria Policy as directed by the
Minister’s statement of expectations. We also contribute to
policy and legislative outcomes under the Climate Change
Act 2017, Victorian Climate Change Framework, Energy
Efficiency and Productivity Strategy, Renewable Energy
Action Plan, the New Energy Technologies Sector Strategy,
and the Recycling Industry Strategic Plan.

To achieve that future, Victoria will transform how we
design, make, and use the products and materials in our
economy. We have experienced significant disruption to
our recycling industry over the past few years and no longer
export most our recyclables, as we once did. In alignment
with the statement of expectations from the Minister, SV will
work to deliver on Recycling Victoria. This is the Victorian
Government’s plan to overhaul our recycling system to focus
on how Victorians make, use, recycle and manage products,
and support innovative technology and business models that
keep those materials circulating at their highest value for
as long as possible.
This transformation brings significant new employment,
skills development and market opportunities, and a pathway
for rebuilding our economy differently in recovery from the
impacts of COVID-19.

Metropolitan and Regional
Waste and Resource
Recovery Groups

Minister for Energy
Environment and
Climate Change

Department of
Premier and Cabinet

Department of Economic
Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources

Minister for
Solar Homes
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Department of
Treasury and Finance
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What we do

Expert knowledge

Working to deliver impact

Sustainability Victoria has unique and expert knowledge
across energy, circular economy, climate risk, alternative
finance, research, data and insights, design methods,
strategic foresight, monitoring and evaluation and
behaviour change.

SV makes a measurable difference; we ignite collaborative
action across business, government, and the community to
achieve system wide impact. We are responsive and agile.
We create new and scalable solutions and measure and
monitor the collective impact of everything that we do.

Using strategic foresight

A unique role in behaviour change

In times of rapid change, growing complexity, and critical
uncertainty, responsible governance requires preparing for
the unexpected. SV use strategic foresight to support and
complement decision making. Horizon scanning for broad
societal changes help us to identify early warnings, and
opportunities to create impact and deliver a circular and
climate resilient economy.

Many technical solutions exist to transition to zero carbon
(e.g. energy efficiency, renewables; carbon offsets), however
the challenge remains to activate communities and change
entrenched behaviours.

Data, insights and design
SV is the custodian of wealth of climate change, energy and
waste data and a well-established network of experts across
Victoria. Our data, network, design methods and community
connections allow us to create sophisticated insights, develop
impactful programs and identify market opportunities.

We conduct research and gather behavioural insights to
understand the barriers and benefits of the desired behaviour
for each target audience. Using the relevant communication,
education and behavioural science tools, we develop
interventions to overcome the barriers and optimise the
benefits to facilitate them taking the desired action.
SV use a spectrum of programs to deliver community action
and move beyond the engaged and converted audiences.

Local Community
Energy Saver

Energy Transition
Behaviour Change Program

ResourceSmart Schools

Innovators

Early
adopters

Early
Majority

Late
Majority

Late adopters
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Our framework

Planning for change

Sustainability Victoria’s framework summarises how
we will collaborate to transition Victoria to a circular
climate resilient economy. We will use our unique skills
and experience to have impact across five strategic focus
areas, and eight specific outcomes.

SV is accelerating our work ensuring great outcomes
for Victorians and government in particular, with the RV
Infrastructure Fund and launch of RV Communications
to reduce recycling contamination. In the coming months
the Circular Economy Business Innovation Centre will be
launched, and grant funding rounds in Business Support,
Waste to Energy, Recycling Markets Acceleration and
Community Support will be announced.

We are not solely responsible for achieving these
outcomes, but we are positioned to influence market
development, facilitate infrastructure development,
lead comprehensive behaviour change, inform key
decision‑makers, and connect communities.

Being able to stand up these commitments quicker, and
more innovatively is an example of SV expertise. These
projects will accelerate confidence and job creation and
secure investment in Victoria. SV are ready to respond
with agility and impact to an ever-changing environment.
Working through the budget cycles, we prioritise and refocus
our projects to meet the needs of the State Government
and ensure funding is used to leverage impact across
sustainability, positive social outcomes, new market
opportunities, and job creation. SV's ways of working
allow us to respond quickly to key government priorities
and new opportunities.

The State of the future
Impact

Seeks to ensure

Victoria generates less waste and GHG emissions

Purpose

This can be achieved by…

Transitioning Victoria to a circular climate-resilient economy

Challenges

This involves both…

Circular economy

Net zero emissions

SV UVP

Using our UVP…

Agility

Insight

Impact

Strategic Focus Areas

And focusing on…

1

We influence
producers and
regulators to retain
highest product value

2

We enable resource
recovery and reuse

3

We lead community
behaviour change
to reduce emissions
and waste

4

We proactively identify
future opportunities
through data insights
and systems thinking

5

We partner with
our community
to achieve
local solutions

SV Outcomes

We will contibute to a system level change by achieving…
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Outcome 1

Victorians are reducing their waste
and recycling better

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

Outcome 4

Victorians are acting on climate
change

Boost Victoria’s economy, help
businesses grow in new ways, and
create new jobs

Innovation, research and
development drives the supply of low
carbon circular designed products
and services into the market

Outcome 5

Outcome 6

Outcome 7

Outcome 8

Victoria has a diversified and
resilient waste and resource
recovery sector

Victoria accelerates energy
efficiency and clean energy

Sustainability Victoria is a trusted
agile organisation

Sustainability Victoria uses insights
and system thinking to lead
impactful action and identify future
opportunities

Business Plan 2020–21

Strategic Focus Areas

1

 We influence producers and
regulators to retain highest
product value

There is untapped potential across supply chains
in Victoria to reduce waste, increase recycling, and
boost revenue by extending the lifespan of materials
used in products. We will work with Victorian
businesses to find those collaborative opportunities,
and support innovation within, and across, sectors.

We will:
› Facilitate collaboration between government entities,
research organisations and communities to establish
a Business Innovation Centre, advisory panel and
relationship model.
› Provide first-round grant funding for businesses in
priority sectors for waste reduction and material efficiency.
› Commission research and development to support
commercialisation of new, circular economy products.
› Provide investment facilitation and brokerage services
to businesses, looking to innovate new products, build
circular economy infrastructure.
› Facilitate the development of new domestic markets
for recycled materials through market inventions
and funding support in advanced manufacturing
and construction sectors.
› Provide advice to Victorian local governments on how
to increase and share procurement of recycled products.
› Fund businesses in Victoria that avoid, transform or
reuse packaging waste and divert it from landfill.

CASE STUDY

Breaking glass and
breaking traditions
Victorians use around 288,000 tonnes of glass packaging
each year. This signals an opportunity for us to focus on
research, development and infrastructure to use glass (and
other materials) in new and existing products and processes.
SV granted the University of Melbourne $215,000 to investigate
whether glass can be used to replace some of the essential
elements of concrete such as the fine aggregate (normally
sand) that bonds it together. Replacing sand with glass would
reduce the need for additional sand mining. It’s estimated the
world uses 50 billion tonnes of sand each year – more than
any other natural resource except for water.
The University joined the North West Program Alliance,
Hanson and VicRoads as part of a collaborative research trial
which will assess the strength, durability and comparable
measures of this new mix against current concrete standards.
The project is a great example of government, industry and
research working together to create a circular economy
through innovation. It allows us to rethink the way we
approach everyday products.
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2

 We enable resource recovery
and reuse

We continue to provide long term planning for waste
and resource recovery infrastructure at state and
regional levels, with the development of the Victorian
Recycling Infrastructure Plan. The plan provides
certainty for industry investment and identifies where
the system can maximise recovery and reuse, while
reducing harm to the environment and to community
health and safety.

We will:
› Transition the State-wide Waste and Resource Recovery
Infrastructure Plan to a Victorian Recycling Infrastructure
Plan (VRIP) to meet new legislative requirements – include
hazardous waste, and waste to energy infrastructure
– improve risk and contingency planning and integrate
with land use and transport planning.
› Collaborate with key agencies to finalise a hazardous
waste infrastructure plan for inclusion in VRIP and to
inform investment in infrastructure.
› Directly invest in new, large-scale recycling infrastructure
that will help mitigate the risks of the current disruptions
to recycling markets and the proposed waste export bans,
and increase safe recycling of some hazardous wastes,
beginning in 2020.
› Finalise an Asbestos Disposal Management Plan to
increase accessibility of safe disposal points across
the State, to reduce illegal dumping of asbestos and
commence implementation.
› Deliver regional litter plan implementation projects that
build capability and capacity of local governments and
land managers to prevent and manage litter.

CASE STUDY

Repurpose IT
Repurpose IT, launched in March 2019, is one of 14 successful
projects awarded under the first round of the Resource
Recovery Infrastructure Fund (RRIF) which commenced in 2017.
SV contributed $500,000 to Repurpose IT’s $8.5m washing
plant, the first of its kind in Australia, allowing the recovery
of construction and demolition (C&D) waste previously
destined for landfill. The facility has the capacity to divert
more than 500,000 tonnes of C&D waste from landfill and save
more than 84,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. It has also resulted
in the creation of 22 ongoing full-time equivalent roles (along
with 150 local jobs during the construction phase).
Repurpose IT has partnered with numerous projects across
the state, including the North Eastern Program Alliance,
responsible for level crossing removals in Melbourne’s
north‑east, as the nominated collection site taking more
than 80,000 cubic metres worth of excavation spoil including
construction and demolition waste and rail ballast.
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3

 We lead community behaviour
change to reduce emissions
and waste

SV seeks to understand impacts across the entire
supply chain and identify the best interventions
at different levels of the system. We provide clear
and engaging information to the Victorian community
and work with businesses to improve the system in
which Victorians make everyday decisions.

We will:
› Design and deliver education, tools and interventions
to reduce priority waste streams such as food waste
and single-use plastics.
› Design new education and behaviour change programs
to help people avoid and minimise usage of energy, waste,
and reuse, repair and share products.
› Continue the successful Detox your Home program,
to provide more Victorian households with a safe option
to dispose of household chemicals and keep them out
of landfills, waterways or unsafe stockpiling.
› Provide advice, industry skills development, and incentives
to increase supply and demand for more sustainable homes,
whilst building the case for improved minimum standards
and zero carbon emission homes.
› Incentivise small business to upgrade their energy
efficiency through grants to support targeted Victorian
Energy Upgrade incentives.
› Influence the capability building of sustainable housing
sector by working with government, TAFE and industry
associations to update training courses for trades that
build or install sustainable housing products (such as
insulation and wall wrap)”.

CASE STUDY

Love Food Hate Waste – Love A List
Research conducted by Sustainability Victoria in 2018 estimated that $5.4 billion
worth of food is wasted by Victorian households every year, two-thirds of which
could have been eaten.
To help address this, we launched the Love a List campaign in 2018 which uses
behavioural insights to encourage Victorian families to improve their meal planning
and shopping and reduce their household food waste. Targeted at parents with
children under the age of 16, the campaign uses the key motivator of saving money
on groceries and is fronted by comedian Cal Wilson to engage the audience on a
topic that can often be over looked.

Fight food waste
Save money and time
Take the Love a List Challenge
and see how much you can save.
www.lovefoodhatewaste.vic.gov.au

The campaign centred around three real Victorian families as they took the ‘Love a
List Challenge’ – a four-week challenge to plan their meals and stick to a shopping
list to see how much they could reduce their food waste and their grocery bills.
The Challenge was available online for people to join and was promoted through
advertising, public relations and short video content. More than 900 Victorian
households joined the Challenge and a survey sent to participants found that 90%
of respondents felt their household food waste had reduced throughout the Challenge
and 60% continued their new food behaviours after the Challenge was finished.
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4

 We proactively identify future
opportunities through data
insights and system thinking

SV collects and provides reliable data, market and
behavioural insights. This information can inform
sound investment, improved waste and recycling
management, track Victoria’s progress to a circular
economy, influence climate change and energy
initiatives, and articulate Victoria’s transition to
a circular, climate resilience economy.

We will:
› Use strategic foresight methods to make more informed
decisions.
› Finalise key measures and metrics and establish baselines
to measure Victoria’s progress toward a circular economy.
› Increase the scale and scope of data being collected.
› Continue to refine and improve the market intelligence
bulletin.
› Improve waste data systems and increase market
intelligence that is being provided to Victorian
decision makers.
› Publish case-study evidence on the best energy efficiency
options for commercial buildings, using data analysis
drawn from our Better Commercial Buildings program.
› Provide energy efficiency program and research insights
to statewide and national energy policy processes.
› Collaborate with Australian State Governments to design
a nation-wide consistent litter measure, for ongoing,
reliable litter data collection across state borders.

CASE STUDY

Better data, better decision
Our annual evidence-based waste data surveys help industry and local and state governments to invest plan and improve
our waste and resource recovery system. We are committed to open and transparent data. To realise this commitment,
we improved our Australian first Waste Data Portal to provide interactive mapping that helps identify where Victoria’s
waste streams are being generated and managed. This enables a better visualisation of state data so that users can
quickly identify trends and patterns to facilitate better decisions. We developed three interactive dashboards to give an
overall picture of trends across Victoria:
Waste Projection Model (to track and project future solid waste flows until 2045-46)
Victoria’s Kerbside Waste data (historical volumes of kerbside waste generated and managed in each of Victoria’s
79 councils)
Victorian Biomass Residual Generation Estimates (estimate of volumes of biomass generated by 79 Local
Government Areas.)
In 2017-18, we began auditing Victoria’s Waste Composition information – including landfill audits of four types of
commercial and industrial businesses and trialling a system to better capture waste composition data from Resource
Recovery Centres.
We shared more high-quality data on Victoria’s biomass resources through the Australian Renewable Energy Mapping
Infrastructure (AREMI) platform to support development of new bioenergy projects as part of the Australian Biomass for
Bioenergy Assessment (ABBA) project. Last year, we uploaded over 40 separate data layers to the AREMI platform. The
data is particularly useful to local government, potential investors, biomass producers and industry when considering the
development and siting of bioenergy facilities. In 2017-18, Victorian biomass data was accessed over 1000 times by users
in Victoria and across the country.
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5

 We partner with our
community to achieve local
solutions

SV works with communities to deliver statewide
strategies at a local level. We support communities
to transition from high waste and emission livelihoods
and lifestyles, to create new, sustainable business
and social models. The Recycling Victoria Policy and
Climate Change Framework and policies provide
Victorians with the confidence to invest, and the
ability to network and share resources. SV goes
further, connecting them to each other and to low
cost capital grants, and helping fast-track small
scale community projects.

We will;
› Consult with local government on ways to boost regional
economic opportunities and develop and deliver a first
round of grants in waste reduction and recycling.
› Develop and deliver community-based renewable energy
projects, working with BRV, DELWP, Local Government and
private sector, to facilitate equitable benefit sharing for
large scale renewable energy developments, and engage
extensively with community to build community support
and social licence for renewable energy.
› Fast track small scale community projects and leverage
non-government capital for larger projects that result
in direct emissions abatement.
› Provide grants to allow councils access low-cost capital to
implement energy upgrades in council-owned community
facilities such as libraries, aquatic centres, art galleries,
town halls, childcare centres, senior citizens halls etc.
› Assist schools to embed sustainability into their curriculum,
operations and community, leading to reductions in resource
use and increase in local biodiversity.
› Facilitate community groups, sporting clubs, volunteerrun organisation and early childhood education facilities
(like kindergartens) to install solar panels and batteries,
purchase electric vehicles or undertake energy efficiency
upgrades to community buildings and other innovative
emission reduction activities.
› Influence community groups and NFP’s to invest in zero
carbon transport such as electric mini-buses, charging
infrastructure, EV/hydrogen delivery vehicles to reduce
transport cost and stimulate growth in the zero-carbon
transport sector.

CASE STUDY

Victorian zero carbon communities
hepburn’s Z-NET was a successful SV Take2 Community Transition Pilot Program. Hepburn Shire was able to expand its
Z-NET blueprint of going beyond net zero energy with 100% renewable energy to zero net emissions by encompassing the
full emissions spectrum and associated opportunities of stationary energy, transportation, agriculture, waste and waste
water and land use change. The delivery of the Z-NET transition plan is framed around a collective impact approach.
Taking on board the learnings from Z-NET Hepburn, SV set up the Victorian zero-carbon community transition Community of Practice to bring leaders together in a roundtable to discuss “How do we support the community transition
to a zero-carbon economy?”. A workshop for the CoP was held in August 2019 and was attended by representatives from
over 50 organisations across Victoria ranging from Not-for-profit organisations, community groups, academia, health
sector and government authorities at state and peak body level.
Sustainabilty Victoria has set up an online forum for the Victorian zero-carbon community transition - Community of
Practice so members could engage with each other to advance their zero-carbon transition ambitions.
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Measuring our outcomes
The activities we deliver in 2020-21 contribute to long-term impact for Victorians. Our work contributes
to achieving Victorian Government priorities;
› Increase waste recovery to 80% by 2030
› Reduce total waste generation by 15% per capita by 2030
› Halve the volume of organic material going to landfill by 2030)
› Every Victorian household has access to food and garden organic waste recycling services or local
composting by 2030
› Reduction in problematic plastics in line with the National Waste Policy
› Economic growth and Jobs creation in Victoria
› Ensure safe management of waste across the state
› Victoria’s Net zero emissions by 2050 target
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) are part of the 2030 agenda for sustainable
development, adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015, to provide a shared blueprint
for global peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future.
Sustainability Victoria’s work primarily supports the following goals. We trace our contribution
to the goals by mapping each of our outcome measure to the action within a goal.
Core

Sustainability Victoria
aligns to 14 targets and
16 indicators of the Sustainable
Development Goals.

Additional

The outcomes in the following tables track how we will contribute to reducing emissions and waste
for Victoria. Each of the outcome measures is aligned to the UNSDG targets. Achieving these outcomes
is dependent on any changes to government priorities through the next State budget announcement
and continued impacts of COVID-19.
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Summary outcomes – Achieving a climate resilient and circular economy

Theme

Environment

Economic

Outcome
measure

How we
will achieve

GHG emissions
abated (t CO2e)

Direct abatement through
program interventions and
abatement influenced through
SV’s work on standards,
guidelines and policies**

Reduction in
materials going
to landfill (t)

Jobs created
as a direct
result of SV’s
work (FTE)

2020-21
target

2025

2,000,000

2,300,000

3,000,000

Direct diversion through
projects funded by SV
grant programs

600,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

Jobs created as a result of
projects funded by SV grant
programs

230

1000

2050
target*

2030*

Zero net
emissions/
all abated
Zero
materials
to landfill

3900

10,000

* Subject to variation based on new data and updates to economic and environmental modelling methods
** Includes historic interventions which are still generating abatement

Outcome 1: Victorians are reducing their waste and recycling better (UN SDG 12)
› Increase in correct recycling behaviours
› Increase in correct waste disposal behaviours
› Increase in waste avoidance behaviours across Victorians
› Reduction in food waste going to landfill
› Reduction in hazardous waste going to landfill
› Increase opportunities for Victorians to reduce waste, boost recycling and increase regional economic development

Measures
5% Increase in self-reported correct recycling
behaviour of people exposed to the Know Your
Recycling campaign (12.5)

80% Householders exposed to SV Love Food Hate
Waste campaign self-reported adopting food waste
avoidance behaviours for at least one week (12.5)

50% of Councils have used the SV campaign materials
(12.5, 12.8 & 11.b)

10K tonnes of organics diverted from landfill
(12.3 & 11.6)

60% Councils engaged in the co-design and
development process for the first phase of the
Recycling Victoria education and behaviour change
program (12.5, 12.8 & 11.b)

110 tonnes of Household chemicals diverted
from landfill (12.4 & 11.6)

5,500 Victorians disposed their toxic household
chemicals via Detox Your Home events (12.4)

80 tonnes of Hard to recycle materials diverted
from landfill (12.4 & 11.6)
10 Initiatives funded that decrease waste to
landfill, increase locally reused or repurposed
material (12.4 & 11.6)

*Number in () shows the link to relevant UN SDG target
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Outcome 2: Victorians are acting on climate change (UN SDG 7)
› Increase opportunities for Victorians to take control of their own climate future

Measures
700 Active ResourceSmart Schools (7.1, 12.8 & 13.3)
50 Existing buildings have achieved 1-star
improvements (7.1)

175 Low-income and health affected
households with completed home energy
upgrades (7.1, 11.1, 11.5 & 1.5)
25 Zero Net Carbon homes built in the pilot
program (7.1, 11.1)

Outcome 3: Boost Victoria’s economy, help businesses grow in new ways,
and create new jobs (UN SDG 8)
› Economic growth and Jobs creation in Victoria

Measures
30 New jobs created (FTE) (8.5)

200 New jobs expected to be created by
Recycling Victoria programs (FTE) (8.5)

Outcome 4: Innovation, research and development drives the supply of low carbon
circular designed products and services into the market (UN SDG 8)
› Increase uptake or commercialisation of research, development, and demonstration project
› Market growth in use of recycled products/materials
› Increase investment in innovation

Measures
2 Research, development, and demonstration projects
resulting in a commercial product (8.4)
1 Demonstrated solution to emerging waste stream
(8.4, 11.6)
10 Partnerships developed for innovative and
commercial solutions that minimise waste and reduce
waste to landfill (8.4)
100 Products added to the Buy Recycled directory
(12.5 & 12.6)
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5 Businesses use recycled content in their
production processes or created new products
(8.4 & 12.6)
$3.5 million Investment made in innovative and
commercial solutions that minimise waste and
reduce waste to landfill (8.4, 12.5 & 11.6)

Outcome 5: Victoria has a diversified and resilient waste and resource recovery sector
(UN SDG 12)
› Increase investment in the resource recovery sector
› More diversified and resilient waste and resource recovery sector
› Increase Victorians’ access to recycling and disposal services
› Increase sorting and processing capacity
› Increase in number of facilities able to recover and reprocess materials

Measures
80 million Investment made in infrastructure that
will increase recycling and improve the circularity of
materials (SV funded and private leverage) (12.5 & 11.6)
6 Infrastructure projects funded to support increased
recycling and improve the circularity of materials
(12.5 & 11.6)
30 Council projects funded that decrease waste to
landfill, increase locally reused or repurposed material,
and promotion of local circular economy activity
(12.5, 11.b & 11.6)

28K Households have access to new FOGO
services (12.3 & 11.6)
12 Infrastructure upgrades completed to existing
e-waste facilities for collection and storage of
e-waste (12.5 & 11.6)
120K tonnes Sorting, treating, and processing
capacity added through existing programs
(12.5 & 11.6)

40 Detox Your Home collection days held (12.4 & 11.6)

300K tonnes Sorting, treating, and processing
capacity expected from Recycling Victoria
programs (12.5 & 11.6)

30 Household Chemical Collection permanent drop-off
sites made available (12.4 & 11.6)

15 New or upgraded facilities able to recover
and reprocess materials (12.5 & 11.6)

Outcome 6: Victoria accelerates energy efficiency and clean energy (UN SDG 7)
› Increase energy saving

Measures
8,500,000 kWh of Energy saved by Victorian schools
(7.1)

40 million kWh of Energy saved by individuals,
businesses, local governments, and
communities participating in SV programs (kWh)
(includes savings from Solar Victoria) (7.1)
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Our Culture

SV is a great place to work, where passion for the
environment, rich knowledge and insights and positive culture
come together to create a more sustainable future for Victoria.
We consciously build our culture, aiming for a workplace that
is achievement-oriented and encouraging. SV is committed
to providing an environment where all our staff feel they can
proudly bring their full and authentic self to work and have
their talents recognised and applied to some of the toughest
sustainability issues facing our State.
In 2020 and beyond, SV will strengthen the value we
provide to Victorians in the areas of program impact,
data and community insights, and the agility and scalability
of our services. We have a program of transformation,
working together to create new, collaborative ways of working,
including technology, program design, storytelling, leadership,
research and behaviour change.

Corporate deliverables 2020-21
Our corporate functions run the daily business of Sustainability
Victoria and manage many of the platforms and services that
underpin SV’s ability to be innovative, collaborative, and agile.
› Focus on health and well being and professional
development for all SV staff
› Deploy technology to enable greater data analytics,
customer insights and smart adoption of emerging
technology. Deliver contemporary IT services: cyber
security, cloud-based systems, governance and an
open IT architecture
› Communicate clear and consistent messages about
our value, strategy, programs and services when
engaging with stakeholders.
› Implement SV’s financial sustainability strategy through
both short term (1-2 years) financial goals and improved
sustainable management of our financial resources
long term.
› Implement recommendations from SV’s Ways of Working
workshops, applying levers of change in systems, processes,
work practices, capabilities, physical and digital work
environments, and values and behaviours.
› Continue to adapt to a virtual workplace, focusing
on digital collaboration and building staff engagement
and maintain compliance with all COVID safe directions
› When safe to do so, implement a COVID safe
“return to work” plan
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Outcomes

Outcome 7: Sustainability Victoria is a trusted agile organisation
› Increase in SV trust and engagement – across critical Victorian audiences and stakeholders
› Increase SV staff behaviour change capability
› Improved staff engagement and positivity about SV’s organisational change
› Increase leadership capability

Measures
74% SV stakeholders agree that SV delivered on
its promises (12.8)

78% SV employees feel engaged with the work
SV does

20% Victorian audiences engaged with SV online (12.8)

15% Staff turnover

70% Proportion of staff receiving behavioural training

78% Staff at SV see strong evidence of effective
leadership across the organisation

Outcome 8: Sustainability Victoria uses insights and system thinking to lead impactful
action and identify future opportunities
› Collection of Victoria’s waste and recycling data is improved
› Increase in SV-driven innovative ideas being generated, explored, and taken up by Victorian Government
› Increased intelligence and insights provided to industry and government in a timely manner

Measures
5 New data sets (12.5 & 12.6)
50% Proportion of projects across SV using a
behavioural approach and/or applying behavioural
tools and insights

1 new projection models, visualisations and
scenario models (12.5 & 12.6)
10 Research and data informing policy and
program design (12.8)

4 Recovered resources market intelligence/
publications provided (12.5 & 12.6)
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Budget

The budget expenditure for Sustainability Victoria’s 2020–21 Business Plan is $75,098,996.
Sustainability Victoria’s legislated landfill levy distribution for 2020–21 is estimated to be $19,151,563.
The business plan does not reflect allocations under the FY2021 budget which is yet to be finalised.

2020-21 Expenditure
per Funding Source
Landfill Levy & Other Discretionary
Funding
Sustainability Fund, RV Funding
& Other Tied Funding
Total

Act on
Climate
Change

Use
Resources
Wisely

Energy

Enablers

Total

$

$

$

$

$

2,293,130

905,261

2,872,423

17,216,764

23,287,578

638,430

48,038,578

3,134,411

-

51,811,419

2,931,560

48,943,839

6,006,833

17,216,764

75,098,996

4%

65%

8%

23%

*100%

*A decrease in budget expenditure on funding sources, Act on climate change and energy, compared to 2019-20. This is due to tied projects within these
two areas concluding in June 2020 and with the delay of the State budget for 2021 no further funding in these areas have been secured. A significant
increase in expenditure in funding source ‘use resource wisely’ which includes a $22.5 million expenditure for the implementation of the Recycling Victoria
Policy deliverables.

2020-21
Budget

Expenditure per focus area
Act on climate change 4%
Use resources wisely 65%
Energy 8%
Enablers 23%
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2020-21
Funding source

Landfill Levy & Other Discretionary Funding 26%
Sustainability Fund & Other Tied Funding 74%

Sustainability Victoria’s three-year
indicative forward cashflow

Sustainability Victoria has in place a Financial sustainability strategy which is aimed at implementing appropriate measures to
ensure the organisation’s financial viability. Sustainability Victoria will be able to maintain an adequate financial buffer in outward
years on implementation of this strategy to enable the organisation to meet its financial commitments. This is aimed at both
revenue and expense measures.
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

$

$

$

19,151,563

18,730,352

18,298,611

532,000

724,615

534,870

Sustainability Fund

53,502,556

51,954,000

42,419,000

Other Tied Funding

2,070,708

2,101,768

2,133,295

Total Cash inflows

75,256,826

73,510,736

63,385,776

Sustainability Victoria outflows

75,792,542

86,160,418

76,708,871

Total Cash outflows*

75,792,542

86,160,418

76,708,871

(535,716)

(12,649,682)

(13,323,095)

Opening Cash Balance - 1 July

42,976,725

42,441,009

29,791,327

Closing Cash Balance - 30 June

42,441,009

29,791,327

16,468,232

Landfill Levy
Interest & Other Revenue

Net Cash inflow/(outflow)**

*Net cash is declining over the forward period of 2020-2023 as a result of tied funded initiatives and the impacts of COVID-19 requiring subsidisation
from core landfill levy funding. Benefits of the financial sustainability strategy are yet able to be quantified therefore cannot be reflected in the modelling
illustrated above.
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Our Board

Vicky Darling
Chairperson
Sarah Clarke
Deputy Chairperson

Peter Castellas

Kerry Osborne

Megan Flynn

Neil Pharaoh

Judith Harris

Our organisational structure

Sustainability Victoria Board

People, Culture &
Remuneration Committee

Audit, Risk & Finance
Committee

Claire Ferres Miles
Chief Executive Officer
Sustainability Victoria

Paul Murfitt

Alicia Darvall

Katie Pahlow

Kate Dundas

Matt Genever

Marnie Williams

Director
Industry Insights &
Infrastructure

Director
Regions & Partnerships

Director
Community Action

Director
Strategic Foresight &
Research

Chief Operations Officer

Chief People Officer

Waste & Resource Recovery
Planning

Sustainable Buildings

Climate Change Coordination

Transformation

Risk Culture & Capability

Strategic Program
Communication

Recycling Industry Support

Sustainable Homes

Households

Legal & Governance

Corporate Communication

Resource Recovery Strategies
and Programs

Sustainable Business

Education

Finance, Facilities & PMO

Stakeholder Strategy &
Coordination

Regions, Communities &
Local Government

Business Information &
Technology Services

Campaigns

Resource Recovery
Infrastructure

People & Culture
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Risk framework

SV is on a risk transformation journey. We have successfully
put in a framework to enable SV to intelligently manage
increasing complexities of the operating environment, enable
agility, and demonstrate risk leadership. Our intent is that
risk is perceived as a building block for future growth rather
than a barrier. Using long-term thinking to take calculated
and educated risks to seize opportunities, we have identified
four areas of growth for SV.
› SV to scale up our relevance to government and community
by ensuring our strategic intent is aligned to the outcomes
of the State Budget to be announced closer to the end of
the year.
› Acknowledging a change in the waste management
space with the rapid development of the waste authority,
SV is to work with waste authorities to define roles and
responsibilities.
› SV to improve our capability and capacity to deliver on
increasing responsibilities and scale of impact of our work.
› SV to use climate related events to increase the public’s
awareness and willingness to act on climate change, and
deliver impactful educational and community programs.
SV can also support businesses to factor climate risk
into their planning and operations resulting in improved
environmental outcomes to collectively contribute to
Victoria’s 2050 net zero emissions target.

To help us achieve the above opportunities and risks, SV will:
› Ensure our strategic intent is aligned to the State
commitments. Over the long term this will guide SV to
the right outcomes for the State irrespective of the short
term 4 year financial overview provided by the State Budget.
› Review our strategic direction on a regular basis to ensure
that there is an opportunity to amend the priorities if there
is any significant divergence of the Strategy to Government
commitments.
› Have continued strong relationships with the waste
authorities to promote our expertise, knowledge, and
experience and enable the authorities to deliver a common
government agenda.
› Seek alternative sources of funding to ensure our financial
stability, and enable us to invest in knowledge, systems
and workforce building without taking away from our
core deliverables.
› Communicate the value that SV can bring across the
government by building stronger partnerships with
the departments that have the biggest impact of
taking the state closer to Net Zero emissions target
such as Department of Transport, Department of Jobs,
Precincts and Regions, Department of Education and
Training
› Broaden the network of stakeholder to share SV
knowledge using our growing data sources and insights
to allow for better decisions for government, industry
and the marketplace.
› Incorporate climate risk considerations into SV’s risk
management process.
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How we performed in our last strategy SV2020
Priority 1: Act on climate change
A third of Victorians will recognise that climate change is a significant issue facing
Victoria

2020 Target

Progress

Status

33%

34%

Achieved

Our Programs will have helped Victoria s households, schools and businesses save
$10 million on their annual energy bills

2020 Target

Progress

Status

The greenhouse gas abatements achieved through our programs will have increased
to 240,000 Tonnes CO2 equivalent per year

2020 Target

Progress

Status

240k t

359k t

Achieved

We will have helped 2000 of Victoria s vulnerable households reduce their energy
bills through sustainable housing upgrades*

2020 Target

Progress

Status

2000

1487

Not
Achieved

We will have directly increased Victoria s resource recovery rate by at least 2% and
will have influenced an additional 2% through our work**

2020 Target

Progress

Status

71%

69%

Not
Achieved

We will have added enough new capacity to Victoria s waste recycling sector to
recycle almost 400,000 tonnes of waste

2020 Target

Progress

Status

400k t

783k t

Achieved

We will have helped local governments redirect almost 100,000 tonnes of organic
material from landfill

2020 Target

Progress

Status

100k t

156.9k t

Achieved

2020 Target

Progress

Status

10%

22%

Achieved

85% of all of our stakeholders will have acknowledged that SV is relevant to the work
their organisations perform

2020 Target

Progress

Status

85%

89%

Achieved

74% of all SV employees feel engaged with the work SV does***

2020 Target

Progress

Status

74%

73%

Not
Achieved

$10 mil.

$55.1 mil. Achieved

Priority 2: Use resources wisely

Enabling delivery
SV will have engaged with 10% of all Victorians through our various online platforms

*The Latrobe Valley Home Energy Upgrade program has completed its 1,000 upgrades. Delivery of the final 517 Healthy Homes upgrades has been pushed out to 30 June 2021
due early complexities of the project as well as suspension of works due to COVID-19. SV’s delivery partner AEF has achieved the required 1,000 households consenting to
participate and has demonstrated their ability to achieve home upgrade targets by 30 June 2020. While future monthly upgrade targets may need to be adjusted, the project
remains on track for completion by June 2021.
**The target of a 71% recovery rate will not be met. The recovery rate for 2017-18 has increased 2% to 69%. Current interventions by Government (including SV’s infrastructure
programs) should impact the rate beyond 2022.
***Target not achieved. Engagement index dropped to 73% from 74% in April. Although not a big decrease it is significantly lower than SV’s highest score of 79% in February
2019. Some fluctuation of the engagement index is understandable and expected throughout 2020. Within the April 2020 result, two questions had significant increases: staff
perception of their job, and the impact of their job on others. At an organisational level, SV is addressing immediate engagement issues through transformation-related and
wellbeing support activities, and creating foundations for long-term, positive engagement scores through leadership, workplace co-design and ongoing culture change initiatives.
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